
 

 

 

 

Find Your Room In The Whythouse  
 

It’s a little bit urban, a little bit country, and a little bit pop that gives The 

Whythouse a custom sound, one that breaks-free from cookie-cutter loops, 

licks, and riffs. That should be reason enough for you to listen to lead Chris 

Hale and the band. It’s not the only reason though.  

Chris, a veteran Canadian Hip Hop artist broke onto the music scene several 

years ago, sharing the stage with talents like Maestro Fresh Wes, Shawn 

Desman, Melanie Durrant, Blue Rodeo, The Trews, and Sam Roberts. Despite 

the time gap between those moments and today, he doesn’t shy away from the memories, 

instead using them as a learning experience to navigate the current path that leads us to The 

Whythouse.  That experience, along with pandemic reflections led him to today’s million+ 

streams on Spotify, also supported by other platforms. That doesn’t happen by accident. 

The Whythouse songs pour ingredients into a mixer and spit out a product that leaves fans 

coming back for more and music pundits searching for the ingredients in the recipe. Through 

pockets of classic music homage, cozy country music synergy, modern pop beats, and reaching 

into a plinko-bag of other genres, the music draws a diverse base that spans generations. 

“All of our stuff is very feel-good type stuff… with the world today, this is what we need,” says 

Chris during our interview on The Go On with Guido Podcast as we explored his recent new 

release on April 10, 2022, called “Let It Roll, which can also be heard on The Path Radio Mix 

Online.  The Whythouse has been enjoying success with other songs, “She Said Hi”, and “Starz 

Collide”, a collaboration featuring artist Jennifer Alvarado. If you’re looking for an artist that 

reflects the music, you’ll get that in Chris Hale as he lives up to another song, “Gotta Be Me.” 

Chris continues to build the new house with innovative ideas that would surely make it sell for 

over-asking on the open market as he re-designs, renovates, and brings in a collective of music 

talents to add something special to each room. Consider this your open invitation to explore The 

Whythouse.  

You can get additional insights and links on The Whythouse journey, collaborations, and songs 

on The Go On with Guido Podcast.  
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